The reading optic that I propose we use for this JAAS issue draws from both what is already a historical tradition of scholarship in Asian American studies as well as a forward-looking desire to limn where the field is headed, following its scholars' constant preoccupation. I'm thinking of the idea and practice of naming, claiming, even activating alternative possibilities-used as our collection's rubric here, and by way of each specific essay contribution-as that which we can use to train our memory and intellect into a simultaneous reconsideration of the past (in the Benjaminian sense) as well as a propitious reimagination of the future (in the spirit of Cornel West's deployment of prophetic criticism). In Asian American studies, luminaries such as Ronald Takaki, Sucheng Chan, Gary Okihiro, Elaine Kim, and Lisa Lowe-just to name a few-trail-blazed such a multipronged approach in ways that continue to animate our scholarship and activism. Alternative possibilities involves an alertness to, even defiance against, nonconventional renditions of what have been and what can be imagined and written, a revelation of contingencies and exploratory roadmaps that direct us backward and forward, or an offering of fresh insights into incomprehensibilities known already but still hopefully and positively open-ended.
Take, for example, Diane Fujino's lead essay on the "deep solidarities" that Nisei Progressives set in motion at the height of the Cold War. In contrast to the dominant narrative of assimilation and integration that many Japanese Americans were presumably prone to practicing especially after their experiences of incarceration during the war, Fujino pries open an alternative account of Japanese American politics that extended and solidified beyond the borders of single group formation into alliances across race, class, gender, and national identities. This is an essay that captures "alternative models of democracy" not just as snapshots from our not so distant past, but as potential templates for today's politics. Or, we can similarly look into Yen Loh's rereading of Maxine Hong Kingston's classic The Woman Warrior, itself a staple of academic training in parsing Asian American literary production. What new insights can be gleaned from such a widely read, if not enormously analyzed text? A reevaluation of ghosts and madness in excess or outside of their tropic renditions of exclusionary status and unintelligibility may prove to be generative of other viable, more compelling speculations. Here, Kingston's evocation of ghostly women provocatively become Loh's elicitation of "alternatives for freedoms yet to come." And, on a continuing thread, if you have been used to reading novels that depict Asian immigration to the United States as representative tales of ("successful") assimilation and incorporation into the capitalist logic of reproductive labor, Kalyan Nadiminti offers a fresh and much more complicated scrutiny of Jhumpa Lahiri's 2013 novel, The Lowland. Nadiminti posits The Lowland as quite an oppositional story, a kind of left turn for Lahiri herself who has been touted as a foremost chronicler of South Asian American immigrant accomplishment, as well as an instigator for repositioning the immigrant-chiefly, an immigrant's reorganization of "family"-as possibly antithetical to "an implicitly heteronormative vision of U.S. multiculturalism." This is an eye-catching and nuanced interpretation that I hope you will enjoy reading.
Ambreen Hai's essay on the cultural work performed by humor in the oeuvre of Iranian American memoirist Firoozeh Dumas additionally presents a reading of alternative possibilities, ingeniously (and comically!) played out in the interstices of Islamophobia, Iran-U.S. relations, and, more generally, intersecting race, gender, and class formations in contemporary societies. As far as I know, this is one of those very rare moments in which JAAS has seen a submission on the subject of Iranian Americans, a point that behooves us to critically address the continued marginalization of many groups in Asian America that would otherwise reveal to us our heterogeneous compositions and concerns. I mean to imply here not merely the inclusion of what might be facetiously called an alternative to our list of alternative possibilities, an additive gesture that does not do much to disrupt hierarchies and relationships of power. I highlight instead the qualitative force of an alternative perspective on humor-that of humor's productive ability to engage with conditions and subjects oftentimes associated with war and terror-that Hai brings to the Asian American table to disrupt, complicate, and transform our ways of interacting with selves, others, and structures particularly in trying moments. Given these analyses, we can add the cultural and critical work performed by humor as something that
expands the range of possibilities that one can tap into for dealing with racism-related stress, a subject brought up here by psychologists Karen Suyemoto and Charles Liu. In their study of Asian American students who take Asian American studies courses, their findings suggest that such courses (and those who teach them, of course) do indeed have positive roles to play in helping students mitigate the impact of distress brought about by racism and discrimination, a very critical necessity especially for many underrepresented students who identify as Asian Americans. This is yet another set of alternative possibilities we can usefully activate not only in the pursuit of our desires to transform our pasts and our presents, but in our struggles as well to collectively and prophetically imagine multiplydetermined futures. Rick Bonus University of Washington
